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FacebookFacebook

Facebook is a social networking website intended to 
connect friends, family, business associates and different 
kinds of organizations
It is the largest networking site on the Internet
More than 400 million active Facebook users with 50% of 
them logging on everyday

Beside the active HULL's web site (www.hull.hr) and 
discussion forum, Facebook is a good place for interaction 
and promotion 



Aims/ObjectivesAims/Objectives

Providing information about HULL activities and objectives
Connecting people with the same interests
Involving the public in HULL activities
Spreading awareness about diseases and treatments
Connecting with other public organizations
Forwarding public media information

Target group/Target audience: people with same interests
and the general public



Basic steps of implementationBasic steps of implementation

HULL's Facebook account administrator will publish 
information about activities, upcoming events, pictures and 
videos from past events etc.
Users will interact by commenting & ‘liking’ published posts

Users can also publish their own information (text, pictures 
and links) on HULL's ‘public wall’ and become partial page 
authors
People and organizations can communicate using the 
built-in forum script and express their views or share their 
experiences



ImpressionsImpressions

Basic HULL information

Involved users HULL published post

User’s published post 
and users who ‘like’ this



ResultsResults

Within the first 24 hours HULL's Facebook registration we 
had over 142 people who ‘liked’ the site 
Every user can suggest the site to his friends and the 
number of users can rapidly grow

We believe that users will recognize the positive intention 
of our organization

PROJECT CONTIBUTION
Names of all the people involved in the project
Your organization’s contact details
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